Implementing the Fisher's discriminant ratio in a k-means clustering algorithm for feature selection and data set trimming.
The Fisher's discriminant ratio has been used as a class separability criterion and implemented in a k-means clustering algorithm for performing simultaneous feature selection and data set trimming on a set of 221 HIV-1 protease inhibitors. The total number of molecular descriptors computed for each inhibitor is 43, and they are scaled to lie between 1 and 0 before being subjected to the feature selection process. Since the purpose is to select some of the most class sensitive descriptors, several feature evaluation indices such as the Shannon entropy, the linear regression of selected descriptors on the pKi of selected inhibitors, and a stepwise variable selection program are used to filter them. While the Shannon entropy provides the information content for each descriptor computed, more class sensitive descriptors are searched by both the linear regression and stepwise variable selection procedures. The inhibitors are divided into several different numbers of classes. They are subsequently divided into five classes due to the fact that the best feature selection result is obtained by the division. Most of the good features selected are the topological descriptors, and they are correlated well with the pKi values. The outliers or the inhibitors with less class-sensitive descriptor values computed for each selected descriptor are identified and gathered by the k-means clustering algorithm. These are the trimmed inhibitors, while the remaining ones are retained or selected. We find that 44% or 98 inhibitors can be retained when the number of good descriptors selected for clustering is three. The descriptor values of these selected inhibitors are far more class sensitive than the original ones as evidenced by substantial increasing in statistical significance when they are subjected to both the SYBYL CoMFA PLS and Cerius2 PLS regression analyses.